INTRODUCTION
Carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) is a major greenhouse gas in our atmosphere. Its rapid increasing rate is the major concern about today's global warming and climatic change. It has increased by 40% since pre-industrial times, from 280 parts per million by volume (ppmv) to more than 391 ppmv in 2012 (Trends in Carbon Dioxide-NOAA/ESRL). Much of the current increasing trend of CO 2 is attributable to the 6-fold increase in human use of fossil fuel (coal and hydrocarbons), deforestation and other anthropogenic CO 2 emission (IPCC AR4 SYR 2007).
According to Global Carbon Budget report 2012 (Peters et al., 2012 , Andres et al., 2012 , Tans, 2012 fossil fuel CO 2 emissions increased by 5.9% in 2010, with a total of 9.1±0.5 PgC emitted to the atmosphere (33.4 Pg of CO 2 ; 1 Pg = 1 billion tons). These emissions were the highest in human history.
Present understanding on regional and global carbon cycle has large uncertainties because of not having sufficient data and appropriate modeling procedure to address spatio-temporal variability of carbon cycle in past studies. Cultural diversity, Table 1 The data were available at the public domain (ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/products/carbontracker). This product has been used by Policy makers, industry, scientists and the public to make decisions to limit greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere. In this context its evaluation at different spatial and temporal scales are essential. Thus, this research has the aim to evaluate NOAA CT by comparing it with AIRS and GOSAT observations. NOAACT data were projected into grids of AIRS and GOSAT observations both for horizontal and vertical levels. Long-term linear growth rates were estimated for each data sets at each grid level by fitting linear trend line with respect to years (time axis) using least square procedure. The slope of the line is considered as the linear growth rate (LGR) of CO 2 . The difference between the instantaneous value and fitted trend is known as detrended data. These data were used to prepare seasonal climatology for the study of spatio-temporal variability of CO 2 over different parts of the globe. The annual growth rates (AGR) of CO 2 were calculated by subtracting the value for the January of a given year from the January value of the next year.
DATA AND METHODS

AIRS is a new generation space-born
RESULTS
Seasonal variability of mid-troposphere CO 2
Mean of the mid-troposphere CO 2 over the tropical regions 
Seasonal variability of surface layer CO 2
The GOSAT CO 2 retrievals correspond to the surface layer (0 -2 km) atmosphere and these data are available at monthly scale during 2009 and 2010 for the public use. We re-sampled the NOAACT data for the surface layer and compared with GOSAT observations. It is observed that the NOAACT CO 2 always larger than GOSAT observations with bias of 10 ppm.
However, their detrended values show good agreements between them (Figure 3 ). They possess consistent annual cycle.
Over the northern hemisphere CO 2 increases during Jan -May and decreases during June-Dec. Over the southern hemisphere, the seasonal cycle is opposite to that of the northern hemisphere. 
Linear growth rate of atmospheric CO 2
The annual growth rates of mid-tropospheric CO 2 for different years for NOAACT and AIRS observations are presented in 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study we examined the consistency between the NOAACT and satellite observations. It was observed that NOAACT compares well with the AIRS mid-tropospheric observations at all the time scales; however it could not resolve spatial patterns of LGR as observed in AIRS CO 2 . Regarding the lower tropospheric CO 2, NOAACT is somehow consistent with the seasonal variability of GOSAT observations. More GOSAT data is required for making useful comments on the lower tropospheric CO 2 .
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